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RULES OF PROCEDURE AT THIMUN CONFERENCES  
Many international MUN conferences use the THIMUN Rules of Procedure or adaptations of the 
THIMUN Rules. This is because the THIMUN Rules have developed over a continuous period of more 
than 40 years and have been very useful in facilitating good debate and in enabling the delegates to 
produce resolutions worthy of publication and distribution to the United Nations and other international 
organizations. MUN Participants should be aware that the THIMUN Rules of Procedure are constantly 
being updated to take account of changing circumstances. THIMUN affiliated conferences should be 
following updated Rules of Procedure, although small variations are found. The following, therefore, are 
general outlines. Be familiar with the current rules and bye-laws of each conference you attend.  
 

MUN Procedure at the MMXIX ASDMUN Conference  
 
Basic Procedure 
 
Delegates must speak in third person and refrain from using I, you (singular), or me, in debate. This will 
be called out by the present chair. 
 
Points of Information 
A Point of Information may be directed to the Chair or to the speaker who has the floor if he has indicated 
that he is willing to yield to points of information. A point of information must be formulated as a 
question, although a short introductory statement or reference may precede the question. A follow-up 
question may be in order; it is up to the chair’s discretion.  
 
Point of Parliamentary Enquiry 
It is a point of information directed to the Chair concerning the rules of procedure. A speech may not be 
interrupted by any point except a point of personal privilege referring to audibility. All other points are 
dealt with only when the speaker has yielded the floor either to points of information, to another delegate, 
or to the President/Chair. 
 
Point of Personal Privilege 
This is the ONLY point that can interrupt a speaker, and only in the case of audibility. When called upon, 
a delegate must clarify if his point is due to audibility. In the case that it is, the chair will ask the delegate 
speaking at the present time to raise his voice. This point is also used if a delegate would like to raise 
other points of personal comfort, such as temperature, when no other delegates are speaking.  
 
The Previous Question  
Moving the Previous Question calls for the closure of debate and for a vote to be taken on the motion 
pending. It may be moved by the President/Chair or a speaker who has the floor. Delegates have the 
option of voting for, against or abstaining on the resolution as a whole. Voting All delegations may vote 
both on amendments and on the resolution as a whole. After the President/Chair has announced the start 
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of voting procedures, no interruptions are allowed except for points of order connected with the actual 
conduct of the voting.  
 
Abstentions  
Abstentions do not count either for or against the adoption of a motion, i.e. a resolution passes if the 
number in favor exceeds the number against regardless of the number of abstentions. Veto Rights - The 
Security Council will apply the special provisions concerning voting as stated in the UN Charter.  

 
How to Write a Resolution  
Information transcribed and compiled from www.bestdelegate.com 
 
Who - Any delegate in the committee can write a resolution. Most resolutions have a central 
main-submitter who is in charge of speaking for the resolution This is followed by co-submitters who 
support the resolution and to whom the main-submitter can yield floor discussion too when it comes time 
to debate. Last, signatories are other member delegations who want to see the resolution debated, even if 
they are direct opponents.  

What - A resolution is a document that contains all the issues that the committee wants to solve and the 
proposed solutions to that issue. It’s called a resolution because that’s what the United Nations calls the 
documents they produce. The resolution should be called a draft resolution before it is voted upon and 
then called a resolution after it is successfully passed during voting. 

When/Where - Most conferences require students to write resolutions during the conference. 
Specifically, resolutions are usually written during the first day of the conference and debated for the 
following remainder of the conference.  

Why - The ultimate purpose of a committee session is to pass a resolution. All the speeches, debate, 
negotiation, and teamwork is supposed to lead up to a resolution which contains all the proposed solutions 
to the issue. Most conferences allow multiple resolutions to pass as long as they do not contradict each 
other, but a few conferences allow only one resolution to pass.  
 
1. Heading 
 
The heading contains four pieces of information: the committee name, the main-submitter, the signatories, and the topic: 

Forum: The Human Rights Commission  
Main Submitter: The Kingdom of Spain 
Co-Submitters: USA, France, Myanmar, China  
Signatories: United Kingdom, Egypt, Somalia, Mexico, Cuba, Argentina, UAE 
Topic: Enhancing the security and protecting the human rights of the Rohingya Muslim minority in Myanmar.  
 

http://www.bestdelegate.com/
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The committee name and topic should be self-explanatory. The main-submitters are the authors of the 
resolution. The Co-Submitters are delegates who wish to speak on behalf of the main-submitter on the 
resolution. The signatories are other delegates in the committee who do not necessarily agree with the 
resolution but would like to see it debated. Most conferences require a minimum number or percentage of 
signatories before a resolution can be presented this encourages consensus-building.  

2. Preambulatory clauses 

The preambulatory clauses states all the issues that the committee wants to resolve on this issue. It may 
state reasons why the committee is working on this issue and highlight previous international actions on 
the issue. Pre-ambulatory clauses can include references to: 

■ Past UN resolutions, treaties, or conventions related to the topic 
■ Past regional, non-governmental, or national efforts in resolving this topic 
■ References to the UN Charter or other international frameworks and laws 
■ Statements made by the Secretary-General or a relevant UN body or agency 
■ General background info formation or facts about the topic, its significance, and its impact 

 
In general, you want fewer pre-ambulatory clauses than operative clauses. More operative clauses convey 
that you have more solutions than you have problems. Here is an example: 
 

Providing the necessary materials and facilities for the 300,000 refugee population,  
 
Considering that there are numerous sides to this conflict and that it does not solely include the Myanmar government and 

Rohingya Muslim population,  
 
Creating a framework involved in focussing on the problems of refugees around the world, 
 
Acknowledging the muslim population living in Rakhine state is being purged by that of Burmese military and is being 

forced into the neighboring Bangladesh for refuge,  
 
Noting that the operations to remove the muslims from the Rakhine state is purely a military guided force, and not one of 

political/legislative power,  
 
Establishes that the UNHRC has in previous examinations of this issue called it a, “textbook example of ethnic cleansing”,  

It’s very simple to write a preambulatory clauses. First, take a statement that you want to write about 
(perhaps an issue you want to solve or a specific fact from one of the five bullet points above). You then 
take that statement, combine it with an underlined preambulatory phrase, and end it with a comma. Here 
are some example preambulatory phrases that you can choose from:  
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3. Operative clauses 

Operative clauses state the solutions that the main-submitters of the resolution proposes to resolve the 
issues. The operative clauses should address the issues specifically mentioned in the pre-ambulatory 
clauses above it. First, take a solution that you want to include in the draft resolution. You then take that 
solution, combine it with an underlined operative phrase, and end it with a semicolon (the last operative 
clause ends with a period). Operative clauses are also numbered. This differentiates them from 
pre-ambulatory clauses, helps show logical progression in the resolution, and makes the operative clauses 
easy to refer to in speeches and comments. 

 

Usually more details in an operative clause will make it stronger or at least make the idea more clear to 
other delegates. A simple way to strengthen each operative clause is to answer the “who, what, when, 
where, why, and how” of each resolution. These details can actually be broken down into sub-operative 
clauses underneath the main operative clause. These are labeled first, by using a., b., etc., and then an 
explanation of those sub-clauses (known as sub-sub-clauses) is labeled by i., ii., etc. Here is an example: 

1. Calls for the recruitment of navy members to border patrol in New Mexico; 
a. Members will be located at the border itself 

 

 

1. Creates the need for the use of UN peacekeepers within the Rakhine state in order to; 
a. Establish a need for an organized counterinsurgency to the Myanmarian Militia; 

i. So that in any case, just as any and all other humans are guaranteed the right to a home, the 
Rohingya Muslims shall have the same rights,  

ii. That will not fight against, but will  
b.  Create a more structured system for the delivery of necessary supplies to the Rohingya Muslims; 

i. Currently displaced in Myanmar or still living there, 
ii. Currently displaced in the neighboring country of Bangladesh,  

iii. That include but are not limited to, food, water, shelter, feminine hygiene products, and a level of 
guaranteed security,  

c. Allows for a quickly created and expedited putting out of fires within the homes of Rohingya Muslims so 
that,  

i. The easily burned wooden structures may still be home to those Muslims threatened with having 
their homes burned down,  

ii. The Myanmarian military may see a counterforce to their horrendous actions to the Rohingya 
people 
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Amendments 
 
Approved draft resolutions are modified through amendments. An amendment is a written statement that 
adds, deletes or changes an operative clause in a resolution. The amendment process is used to strengthen 
consensus on a resolution by allowing delegates to change the operative clauses. Amendments have a set 
debate time separate from that of normal debate time, this will be announced by the chair. An amendment 
is a change that some or all of the draft resolutions main submitters do not support and must be voted 
upon by the committee. This also refers to delegates who did not write this resolution at all but see 
potential in it as long as several changes are made to it. Prior to voting on the resolution as a whole, the 
committee votes on all unfriendly amendments. Specific sheets where amendments can be written out will 
be handed out to all delegates. Here are some examples: 

 

 
 


